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Learning events in the acquisition of three skills
Kurt VaaLeba

Departments of Psychology and Computer Science
Carnegie-Mellon University
Abstract

According o current theories of cognitive skill acquisition, new problem solving rules are constructed by
z
, production compounding. chunking, syntactic generalization, a a variety of other mecanisms.
All these meclsnisms ace assumed to run rather quickly, so a rule's acquisition should be a mrer1 of a few seconds
at most. Such "leming events" might be visible in protocol data. This paper discusses a method for locating the
initial use of a rule in protocol data. The method is applied to protocols of subjects learning three ruks a river
crossing puzzle, the Tower of Hanoi, and a topic in college physics. Rules were discovered at the ram of about one
every half hour. Most rules required several learnig events before they were used consiswnly, which is aot

conmism with the one-trial learnig predicted by expbmt-bmd ean meodL Some observed panm of

leaning events were consistent with a learning mechanism bond on syntactic generalizutlon of rls
Although
most rules se to have been acquired at impasse-occamosm when the subject does not know what 10 do @extthem were clear cases of rules being learned without visible signs of an impasse, which does am mupprt the popular
hypothesis that all learning occurs at impasses.

Introduction
The goa of fts research is to see if people's behavior during the initial construction of a role sheds my light
on which of the many contemporary models of rile acquisition is a beer characterization of human leanring
methods. Many theories of cognitive skill acquisition assume dwt rues =e initialy foned during events lating
only a few seconds. This is about the same time scale as a protocol line, so such "learning events" might be visible
in a protocol. However, it is difficult to locate the exact line of a protocol where a rule is formed. All the existing
simulations of cognitive skill acquisition (e.g., Anderson, Farrell & Saurers, 1984; Anzai & Simon, 1979; Klahr,
Langley & Neches, 1987; VanLehn, 1983, in press) use multi-line episodes or other units of analysis that are too

large for this purpose.
This paper first presents a method for locating protocol lines where rules are acquired, then discusses the
results obtained by applying it to protocols from three task domains. Two of the tasks are puzzles: the Tower of
Hanoi and a river-crossing puzzle. Although these two studies were intended merely to check that the analytic
method works, they nonetheless yielded some interesting findings. In the third study, the task domain is college
physics. This simulation is still under consutrction, so only some preliminary results can be reported. All tre
tasks are similar in that the subjects are "learning by doing" - they are solving problems without help from a tutor or
an instruction manual. It is an open question whether the results and methods discuss herein extend to other
instructional situations.

A method for locating protocol lines where rules are learned
The following two-step method is used to locate lines of the protocol corresponding to the construction of a
rule. The first step is so postulate a large set of plausible rules for problem solving in the task domain. The rules can
be inferred from analyzing other subjects' protocols, from task analysis, from interviewing subjects, from one's own
intuition, from writing a simulation program, or from any other .,urce. Each rule is written with the weakest
precolditio possible so dt it will be applicable in the wid p ,tible range of situations. The second step is to fit
this vocabulary of rules to the given protocol. At almost every, "f
the simulation, there will be many rules that

can be applied because the rules have weak preconditions. The , selects one, and the simulation applies it. The
user's job is IDfind a sequence of rule selections that maximizes the fit of the simulation to the protocol. ifthe
procol can be formally encoded, this step can be automaed (VuLdm &Garlick, 1987; Kowalski & VanLehn,
1988). The result s able which aligns the protocol with rule firings and "missed oPPorunities"-.occasions where
a rde Could have fired but did not. For instance, in Tables I and 4 below, rows corespond to Protocol lines and
columns correspondto rules. Cells of the table contain a "1"if the rule fired during that line of the protocol, a "0"if
it could hove fird and did not, and a blank if it was net applicable at that time.
Given such a table, two kinds of analysis ame perfored. The first is simply to look for pmnuns in the firings
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Table 1: Protocol and simulation of a subject solving a river crossing problem
Protocol
-Cveis stle
LMSb._ The boat can hold only 200 pounds? (E: The boat can hoid only
I

Rule I Rule
-

200 pounds.) Okay... first... Smll and Mdedium go tback
(E Uh-huh.)...

2
3

across Me tw on it.

-

LMSb And then, urn. ... Oh... Lam...
[3 second pIuel(E: Yeah, go on... tO out Iodl.aid... un...

4

Large... urn... [3 a ca M pausl (E: TO out loud Tel me
everything you're thinkn.) But. I can't do t beme
someone has to Sal the boag kod.(E: Ok... Thars right Somebody has to so ft b b@.) OhI
m] &_0,-us
S u ft t boat b_ and oes_ of.
Ok... so... [4 s o
end le Lamne sal OW boge a.

5

L, AM

6

SLMb (E: Um-hmm. And then what hamens.) Uh...

7

|3 second pausel (E: Tak out loud.) And then SmaL.. Smd...
can't think of m

*

-

0

1
-

1
1

-

-

1

0

fthna...(E: Kn taidna.)-

SSo... MeuA~... soft t.
MSb L And... Modi and Si
,IMSb (E: Ko tdna.) And

l d bo.
UiWre IN ameeft

ML, V

e odf-

ad mined opportunties. Using this kind of analysis, it was discovered das res ae rully leaned completely in
one trial. Typically, the initial ruing of a rule is folowed by one or mote mined opportunities, dm, anothr firing, a
minsed opporumniy, and so on with an increasing ratio of firings to mined oppuities. Such pawm s have

theoretical imphcatona. For istance, gradual acquWtion is not condim with the opePi-m of leafn methods.
such as exanation-bused learning (e.g., DeJong & Mooney, 1986), that acquire rules in one triaL In one case, the

precise putern of gradually increasing frequency of usage was predlicted by a learning mechanism based on
syntactic generalization of the rule.
Although the mere pattern of rule usage has shed some light on learning mechanisms, a second type of
analysis has proved to be even more productive. This type of analysis examines the subject's utrances in the

vicinity of each learning event. For instance, several authors have claimed that all learning occurs at impasses
(Laird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986; VanLehn, 1988). An impasse can only be precisely specified relative to a
given simulation model, but the rough idea is that the model "doesn't know what to do next." If this idea is taken at
face value, and impasse-driven learning is universal, then the subject's protocol at the frust use of a rule should show
signs of confusion or hesitation because the subject is at an impasse. The analyses presented below show that most
initial uses of a rule am, as predicted, accompanied by unusually long pauses or by comments such as "I can't do it,'"
or "It's not that easy." However, several cases were found where there are no such signs of an impasse at all. Thus,
the data are consistent with the claim that most but not all rule acquisitions are triggered by impasses.

Study 1: A river crossing puzzle
The protocol analyzed in ibis initial study was not collected with the intention of studying the rule acquisition
process, so it has some methodological flaws. However, it has the expositional advantage of being a very short
protocol that nonetheless demonstrates some of the paper's claims.
The subject, a 9-year old girl, was given standard insuuctions for talk-aloud protocols then asked to solve the

following puzzl
itiavb ysnalboa. hwillonlyl d200pounds. Themen
Thrsemmw-ntaovsariver. Theyfindaboa
we nmed Large, Masun and SmalL Large weighm 200 pounds. Medium weigus 120 po.aids, and Small weights 80
pmund. How can thy an ga a= ? They mighthve to mthsards tip n mboaThe subject's irowcol and an analysis of it appear Table 1. The fist column numbers the cycles of rule
execution. The second column abbreviates the puzzle's state-the notation "LMSb_" means that Large, Medium,
Small md the boat me on the source bank, md nothing is on the destination buik. The third column contains the
subject's protocoL The remaining columns indicate rule frings and missed opportunities. The major rules used in
the simulation qp ear in Table 2. Rule I is selected for flring at every opportunity (cycles I, 2, 5, 6 and 9). The
fuing of the rule atcyles 2and 6 causm a subgoal to begenmted becme theboat is not on the smce bank. This
assumes a cognitive architecture that automatically trnslao precondition violations into subgoals. (The simulation
was conducted on Tebon (VanLahn & Ball, in press), but ACT'. Sar, OPS and many oter architmcr have this
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Table 2: Majors rules used in simulating the solution of the river crossing puzzle
1. i th goal is to move some men from bank X to bak Y. and the boat is on bank X, then lad the boat
to its maximum capacity, sail it across, and unload it.
2. i the goal is tat the boat be on bank X, and the boat is on another bank,Yand the boat requires
smneone to sal it, and there are some men on bank Y, then load the bo t with a small ma, sal it
across, and Unload it.
property.) 1e subpal of geting the boat back to the source bank causes the application of rule 2 at cycles 4 and 8.
Although all applications of rule I go smoothly, the firt application of rule 2 is preceded by verbal evidence
of an impos. In the last line of cycle 3, the subject says, "But, I can't do it became somebody has to sail the boat
back." The subject says she is stuck while at the sane time mentioning an operaton that could be applied My
imrpretfaOu of this line Ios as follows. The subject recogniz that the pzle sinuaion is an idealization of
reality, but she is amaue about how much of an idealization it is. In pmoicuM, she does no know wbhe the

expeimenr intends her to adop the real-life constraint that most boos require a helmunan. Te pwhs

izgcn
do not stoe this constaint. (Indeed, another subject chose the other inerpmadon of the imn mdons,
allowed the boat to ail itself back, and answered tha it takes only two rmps to get aD the Men acos.) On this
itePreatdon, the subject already "has" rule 2, but she does not know whether she is supposed
to unit i this
puzzle. After the experimenter confirms that this type of boa requires someone to sail it, the subject applies the rule

(cycle 4). Although this learning event isarguably not rule acquisition, it isclearly learing of some kind. As will

be seen shortly, it shares several properties with cases that are quite clearly rule acquisition evetm.
The second application of rule 2 is also preceded by signs of an impamse (cycle 7). The subject sin claims
to be stuck, saying "...can't think of anything...." Apparently, whatever she learned during cycle 3 is not immediately
applicable at cycle 7. As will be seen later, this is quite typical-the first ring of a rule is followed by one or mote
missed oppomiuties. Several learning mechanisms are consistent with this behavior. For instance, it could be that
the rule (or assertion) learned at cycle 3 has such a highly specific precondition that it does not apply at cycle 7, so
the learning mechanism must create a generalized version of it. Another possible explanation rests on context
effects-when the new rule is stored in memory, it is indexed in part by the context of cycle 3, which is assumed to
be so different from the subsequent retrieval context (cycle 7) that retrieval fals. Although protocol data can
differentiate such learning mechanisms (see below for an example), this particular case is consistent with a vriety
of learning mechanisms.
Depending on which learning mechanism one believes in, cycle 8 represents either a second fuing of rule 2
or the firing of a new rule that is a generalization of rule 2. As mentioned earlier, this research method uses rules
with the weakest preconditions possible, so in the simulation of this protocol, cycle 8 is a second firing of rule 2.

However, this is just a methodological device for locating learning events in protocols. It is not intended as a claim
about detailed learning mechanisms. I will continue to speak as if general rules were firng intermittently, even
though it may be each general rule is actually an evolving collection of specific rules.
In summay, this protocol shows three interesting features. (1) The initial acquisition of the rule did not
sufficeTO make it reliably operational. A second learning event was required (cycle 7). The second learning event
took less time dm the firs (cycle 3). This pattern - an initial formulation of a rule followed by one or more
refinements of it - occurs in later protocols as well. (2) Both leaning events seem to be triggered by an impasse--a
point where the subject does not know what to do next. Impasse-driven learning has been touted as a universal
method for acquiring rules (VanLehn, 1988; Lird, Rosenbloom, & Newell, 1986). It will be seen later that although
it is common for impasses to trigger learning, other types of triggering can also occur. (3) The subject reported
neither the rule that was formed nor the processes that constructed it. The existence of the rule can be inferred from
her action, but if it was ever present in her working memory, she chose not to mention it. This too will turn out to
be a common fature of learning events.
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Study 2: The Tower of Hanoi
This study is areanaysis of the classic protocol of Anzai and Simon (1979) wherein dhe subject invents
several solution strategies for die five-disk Tower of Hanoi over die coue of g0 minutes. During this, tim she
receives no instuctionl. This corrects a methodological flaw in the first study, where the experimenter's comments
sem to have been itamumental in the subject's learning.
Mni mid Simon uncovered dhe major strategies dimt tie subject acquired and posailated learning
mechanisms sufficient to acquire those strategies. They did not attempt a fine-by-linie comparisoin of tie protocol
and die behavior of their model. Using Teto (VanLehn &Ball, in press), we found dig additional assumptions
were necessary in order to achieve a line-by-line simulation of the protocol. Mle most imipotanut new assumption is
dhat tie subject has a strategy that develops around the firs ten minutes of die umocol and remains fixed throughout
the rest of dhe prosocol. However, this strategy gives ambiguous advice on 25% of die moves, which will be called
die major moves. On die major moves, the subject's fixed strategy narrows t choices down to two posiilities.
but it does ot my which one to take. The bulk of the subject's learning conii of a progression ofstrategigg for
making these decisions. With this new assumption, a model was fornulaue dimt fits the lines of die protocol with
high accurncy, exceeding even that found in Newell and Simon (1972). The details con be found in V=LhA (1989).
Table 3 shows the rules used to make the majo move decisions. Table 4 show die anlyis of die protocol.
Each row of Table 4 is a major move. Tno first column numbers the majo moves, die secood cl... ab~viaw
the puzzle's state just prior to the move, and the thir column abbreviats wlim the sidijec said while msking die
move. Mwe puzzle's pep are labeled A, B and C,where A is the peg die the disks start on andC isdi. peg they
should end up on. The disks are labeled 1throuigh 5, with 5 being the largest disk. The notaton '125,34,* means
thadisks 1,2 and 5weon peg A.disks 3and 4 amon pflB.and pegC isempty. 11wmaom*2. IAOmeusm a
the subjec announced a goal of moving disk 2 to peg B, die. announced a movement of disk I to peg A.The
notation "4pC* indicates a goal of moving a pyramid or group of four disks. Sometimes die subjec annouinces a
series of goas, pauses, and announces a different series of goals. This behavior is indicated by placing two taw in
die table, one for each series of goals, and placing ditto marks in the first; two cells of the second row. Horizontal
lines in the table indicate places where the subject reset the puzzle to an initial state. The rightmost six columns of
Table 4 show the applicability of rules. As always, a "I"indicates a rule firing, a "0" indicates a missed opportunity,
and a blank indicates that the rule was not applicable. A"?"indicates that the rule may or may not have been fired
the protocol evidence is unclear. The asterisks will be explained in a moment.
Table 3: Abbreviations and descriptions of rules for handling major moves
Initial ruls
* Look The Anzai and Simon look-ahead search strategy.
*lIbMf the goal isto move adisk from onepeg toanoterand there is asingledisk blocking the move,
then get the blocking disk to the peg that is not involved in the move.
*2 blk Ifthe goal is to movesa disk from one peg to another, and die 2-high pyramid (Le., disks 1and 2)
blocks the move, then get disk I to one of the pegs involved in the move (thus freeing disk 2 to move to
the peg no involved in the move).
Rules acquired during the protocol
9,0Beforeatuempting any of the top level goals, try to get disk 4 to peg B.
* Dsk (The Anai and Simon disk subgoaling soag.) If the goal is to get a disk from one peg to
another avid there are some disks blocking the move, then get the largest blocking disk to the peg dim is
not involved in the move.
*Pyu' CTh Anai and Simon pyramid subgoaling strategy.) If the goal is to move a pyramid fromn a peg to
anodhe peg, then get die next smallest pyramid to die peg diat is not involved in the move.

mop,
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Table 4: Rule firings and missed opportunities for the major moves
Me
I

Protogol

Sate
-,

-

I2345.

Inta rules
Look Iblk 2 lk

0
0

0
0

0
0

I

1

0

0

1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

•1.

0

0
1
1
0

1
0
0
"1"
0
1
0
1.
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

1
2

12345.
45. 3. 12

16
29.IA

1
I

A

S. 123. 4

SC. IA
IC

12345. -. 4
5 45. 12. 3
6 S. 4. 123
125.34._
7
-. 1234. 5
8
9 3. 4. 125
45
10 123..
345
1 1 112.
1
1., _
13 12. .

14 123.....
5 ,12,
16 1234... _
17 4. 3. 12
1
,123, 4
•,
It 12. . 34
20 12345..,
21 45, 12. 3
S48.
22 S. 4. 123
23 125.34._
24 _, 1234. 5
25 3. 4. 125
26 123. .45
27 12. .345
26 12345..... _
29 45. 12. 3
30 S. 4. 123
31 125.34._
32 -, 1234. 5
33 3. 4. 125
34 123, _, 4S
35 12, .345

48. IA
Is
1C
IA
Is
3C. IC
is
1__0

l
Leormed
40 1|..rtk Pry

I

I
1
1
1
1
_

S0

_

_"_

1____

2.IC

3- . 2C. 1
1A
IC
3 2A. C
19
SC. 46, 3C. 28. 1C
48. 1A
2C. iA
SC. 38. 2A.1 A
1C
4C. SA, 2,IA
IS
3C. 2n. 1C
18
SC48.3C. 2. C
41. IA
308. 1S
iC

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

4pC.4C.3PA.3A,2C.1A

0

0

1

1

2PA. 18
3pC. 208. 1C
20C. 1

0
0
0

0
0

0
0
0

1
1

quits

1

1
0
1
0
I
1
0
1
0

0
1
1

0
1
0
1

0
1

1

0

1

Some interesting findings are visible in the patterns of firings and missed opportunities. As in the river
crossing puzzle, it is never the case that a rule is used consistently after it is first acquired. Instead, the usage of a
new rule increases gradually. A second observation is that this subject occasionally compares the results of an old
rule with those of the rule that supplants iL This can be seen in both cases where the subject re-does the planning of
a move (moves 18 and 21). It can also be seen in move 32 where the subject mixes pyramid goals with disk goals.
Thus, we do not see a rapid transition from an old rule to a new one, but a gradual transition that is sometimes
accompided by delibere comparison of the old and new rules,
Obtaining further insight into the character of the rule acquisition process requires examining the protocol in
the vicinity of the initial occurrences of the rules (see VanLehn, 1989, or Anzai & Simon, 1979, for the protocol
itself). In the river c€aing study, there were signs of impasses at both the initial firing of rule 2 and the subsequent
firing. In this study, impases were also present at most of the early rule firings. Asterisks are used in Table 4 to
mark rule fruinp that were accompanied by long pauses and negative comments, such as "It's not that easy" or "I
should hive moved 5 to C." Impasses were common in the acquisition of both rule 4B and the disk subgoaling rule.
However, there seem to have been no impasses involved in the learning of the pyramid subgoaling rule. At the first
firing of the rule (move 30), the subject simply started phrasing her goas in terms of pyramid instead of disks.
nsead of saying "3 will have to go to B..." as she said at move 22, she said, "I only need move three blocking disks
to...B." Then seem to have been no impasse here. At 32, the subject said
I will move d yualng four from B to C... It's jun lk movins fur. im't it? So... Iwil have to move 4 from B
to C... Fo h dw &rmdietwe on tphave to frm B to A.... Oh. yeah. 3 lfromrB to A For lth 2hn to So
omr B wC. for ha, I hal go from B to A.

0,v
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Although this sepmne islong, it contains none of the signs of consternation that mark the other learning events.
Instead, the subject seems to have been excitedly comparing the disk rule and the pyramid rule and proving to

herself that they generate the same plan. If an impase is defined to be an occasion when the subject does not know

what to do, then this segment isnot an impasse. for the subject seems to have two alternatives and believe that both
ae equally correct. In short, it seems that most rule acquisitions (2of 3)are triggered by impasses, but rules can
sometimes be learned without impasses.

There isasubde patter in the acquisition of the disk subgoaling rule. Some of the early firings of the rule

we marked by pauses and other sigs of impasses, and some are not. Although space does not permit a detailed
examination of the das (see VanLehn, 1989), it appears to be the cae that the subject's inizial formulation of the
disk rule is highly specific in that it mentions the particular disks and pep involved in the major move where it is
acquired. Subsequent applications of the rule cause the names of specific pep and dib to be replaced by variables.
Tis gradual generalization of the rule means that some major moves can be handled by the evolving rule, while
others camt Uld force the rule to be further generalized. Pauses and other sigs of impasses correlme perfectly
with the places where generalization is predicted to occur. In particular, if it is assumed that the subject follows the
policy of generalizing just enough to get the rule to accomnuoda the present situation, then it will take four learning

events io learn afully general version of the disk subgoaling rule. All four of these pmdicted learning evens ae
marked by impaues in the protocol (two occur during move 14, and both we marked by a distinct pause). So it

app ei that impasse-driven syntactic generaliztion, which has played an important role in several models of skill
acquisition (e.g., VanLehn, 1983, 1986, in press), seems to be behind the acquisitim of the disk subgoaling strategy.
A lan point to mention is that rules were discovered as a rae of about one every half hour (three were
discovered in the 90 minute protocol). This rate seems to hold in the next study as well.

Study 3: College Physics
The protwcols for the third study come from a study by Ci, Bassok. Lewis, Reinisun and G0s= (in press) of
eight students learning college physics from a standard textbook. Chi et al's study used a training format that comes
close to the way students learn physics in college, except that the subjects could only refer to a textbook; they could
not ask questions of a teacher. The subjects first learned the initial four chapters of a standard college physics
textbook to criterion. They then read the fifth chapter, which covers the target subject matter, Newtonian particle
dynamics. When they came to the worked examples at the end of the chapter, protocol collection began. Protocols
were collected as the students studied 3 examples ari- worked 19 problems. The examples and the problems present
ample opportunities for learning because they addre issues that simply are not covered anywhere in the preceding
material. For instance, the concept of a "normal for,.. is first introduced in the context of an example. The students
took between 8 and 29 hours to complete the study. The protocols cover the last 3 to 6 hours.
As simulations are currently being constructed for each of the 8 protocols, it is too early to report accurate
data on learning events. However, Bernadette Kowalski and I could not resist doing a hand analysis of one protocol.
We found clear indications of five rules being acquired. As the protocol lasts 3.5 hours, this is an average of one
rule every 40 minutes, which is comparable to the rate found in the Tower of Hanoi study (one rule per 30 minutes).
We found some evidence that rules am acquired gradually, but we are reluctant to put a number on it because it is
difficult to detect missed opportunities without a simulation. The usual signs of impasses marked the initial firing of
3 of the 5 rules. The other two rules seem to be acquired as the subject reflects on a just-completed solution. As an
illustration, the nex few paragraphs present one of these rule's acquisition event.
Subject 101 is confused about the difference between weight and mass throughout most of the experiment.
(Many other students lad the same confusion.) Eventually he discovers that weight is the farce due to gravity while

he issolving the following problem: "A fremam weighing 160 pounds slides down avertical pole with an average

acceleration of 10 feet per second. What is the average vertical force he exerts on the pole?" The subject reads the

problem, then says:

6. Okay. Us, we'd have to cons ider... the force of gravity.
7. Okay. Let'sa find out what the force of gravity is exerting
S. on thm and then we can figure out what, what his, what he' s
9. exerting on it.
10. low, let m remember, weight is equal to, what's force equal
12. -to, weight?
12. orc* is equal to weight over gravity time acceleration.
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The subject decides to follow a generic plan, which he has used many times before. The plan is to ind the formes
acting on the body (the fireman, in this case), sum them. and apply F=mL He summarizes his intentions in lines 7. 8
and 9. However, the plon's rug goa, which is to find the force of grayiyyacting on the fireman. thwarts him. He
does not know that the 160 pound weight is the force of gravity on the fireman, so he sets about to calculate the
force using the derived law, F=(W/g)a. Afte fumbling with the units and looking up the appropriate value for the
gravitational acceleration, g, he substitutes the freefall acceleration for a and obtains Fu(W/g)g=W. At this point, he
says:
Oh, X'm going to get force is equal to weight divided by
42.
43.
gravity times gravity which is going to be equal to weight.

44.

Right?

45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Is that right?
That's the force.
Okay.
Us, so I'm going to get 160 pounds.
Yeah.
It kind of makes sense 'cause they, they weight you in
pounds, don't they?
That's force.
Okay.
go, average acceleration, the force he, the gravity is
emting on him, yeah, yeah, that make sense, is 160.

At line 43, he has the solution to his subgoal. He double checks the math in Une 44 and 45 (pmdAy), and again
states the solution in line 46. Although he could simply go on to the next step in his plan. the simplicity of the
equation F=W apparently prompts him to reflect on his solution. Thus, a learning event begins around line 47. The
subject appears to use a kind of explanation-based reasoning. Although he has just built a proof that F=W for this

problem, he adds a second "proof' based on the units of force and weight (both we measured in pounds). This
seems to be critical to establishing the generality of the result, which is that weight is the force exerted by gravity on
an objecL The learning event ends at line 49, and the subject returns to the plan in line 50. However, he indulges in
one last check of the result, in line 51. before going on to finish the problem off. The next time he has an opportunity
to apply his new rule, he initially fails to retrieve it, but is reminded of it halfway through the problem, and happily
applies it. Thereafter, he always uses the new rule whenever it is applicable.
This segment of the protocol illustrates that rule acquisition in a knowledge-rich context has much the same
character as it does in the knowledge-lean context of learning to solve a puzzle. For instance, it appears that the
acquired rule is not completely learned during the frst instance of its use, for the subject nearly misses the
opportunity of applying it later. This particular rule does not seem to be acquired at an impasse. Instead, the subject
seems to infer it while reflecting on his just-completed solution to a subproblem (line 47). However, other physics
rules do seem to be learned at impasses.

Conclusions
Three analyses have been presented showing that the initial uses of problem solving rules can be located in
protocol data. This analysis method yielded the following observations about the acquisition of rules:
I. Rules are seldom completely learned in one trial. The initial firing of a rule is often followed by

several mised opportunities before the rule comes to be fired at every opportunity.
2. Sometimes, this gradual increase in applicability is consistent with a learning mechanism (VanLehn,
1983, in preas) that operates by initially constructing a highly specific rule then generalizing it only
when an impasse forces it to.
3. Long pauses, negative comments and other signs of impasses are common at the early firings of rules,
but some rules are acquired without any visible signs of an impasse.
4. Sometimes, the subject explicitly compares a new rule to the old rule that it replaces. This indicates
that the subject is probably aware of both of them, although none of the subjects in any of these studies
explicitly mentions or describes their rules. It also indicates a more-or-less deliberate application of a
method for improving one's knowledge.
5. In the context of learning-by-doing, wherein the subject receives no bswuction from tutors or manuals,
rule acquisition occurs at the rate of about one rule every half hour.

Kurt VmnLe
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